Choose the verb that agrees with the subject and write it in the space provided.

Example: Hannah's raincoat and umbrella ____________ brand new. (is / are)

1) Both Florida and New York ____________ steeped in history. (is / are)

2) Either Gail or Kara ____________ roasting turkey for dinner. (is / are)

3) Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin ____________ the first human beings to walk on the Moon. (was / were)

4) Neither Abby nor Lionel ____________ at events. (volunteers / volunteer)

5) Our dishwasher, refrigerator and microwave oven ____________ some servicing. (need / needs)

6) Tornadoes or hurricanes ____________ serious destruction. (cause / causes)

7) Time and tide ____________ for none. (wait / waits)

8) Jim, Sue, Amelia and Clyde ____________ been chosen for the final interview. (has / have)

9) Mom and Dad ____________ hard, so we enjoy our life. (work / works).

10) My family and I ____________ you all success in the new job. (wish / wishes)
Choose the verb that agrees with the subject and write it in the space provided.

Example: Hannah's raincoat and umbrella ______ are ______ brand new. (is / are)

1) Both Florida and New York ______ are ______ steeped in history. (is / are)

2) Either Gail or Kara ______ is ______ roasting turkey for dinner. (is / are)

3) Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin ______ were ______ the first human beings to walk on the Moon. (was / were)

4) Neither Abby nor Lionel ______ volunteers ______ at events. (volunteers / volunteer)

5) Our dishwasher, refrigerator and microwave oven ______ need ______ some servicing. (need / needs)

6) Tornadoes or hurricanes ______ cause ______ serious destruction. (cause / causes)

7) Time and tide ______ wait ______ for none. (wait / waits)

8) Jim, Sue, Amelia and Clyde ______ have ______ been chosen for the final interview. (has / have)

9) Mom and Dad ______ work ______ hard, so we enjoy our life. (work / works)

10) My family and I ______ wish ______ you all success in the new job. (wish / wishes)